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Forky is a craft project created by Bonnie
on the first day of Kindergarten from a
spork and art supplies. After being played
with and coming to life, Forky has a lot of
questions about his new existence as a toy.
Re-create your own craft project at home
with this activity pack!
Don’t forget that this is your creation, add
any stickers, feathers, small decorations
you have at home to bring your version of
Forky to life!

What you’ll need
The pages of this booklet printed out on paper or card if available
Scissors
Glue, or double sided sticky tape
Blue/White tack or art dough
Plastic or wooden spork or fork if available, if not there is one to print out!
Clean ice lolly stick, if available, if not there is one to print out!
Pipecleaner if available, if not there are arms to print out!
Extra stickers, gems, feathers etc you have at home.

What to do
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1.
		

Cut out the spork and feet. Also cut out your choice of eyes,
mouth,eyebrow, and arms.

2.
		

Colour in the eyebrow, mouth, and arms. Don’t forget to add your 		
name to the bottom of the feet.

3.
		

Using the glue or double sided sticky tape, attach the eyes, eyebrow
and mouth onto the widest section of the spork.

4.
		

Using the glue or double sided sticky tape, attach the arms to the front
of the spork about half way down.

5.
		
		

Using the blue/white tack or art dough, make a small ball and place 		
over the top of the feet ends where it says attach, and push 			
down lightly.

6.

Very carefully attach the bottom of the spork onto the tack/dough ball.

7.
		

Add any additional embellishments to your creation, and don’t forget
to give them a name!

Note: Please make sure an adult helps on all cutting out
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